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Aim and outline of this thesis 
Virtually all eukaryotic cells contain peroxisomes, a class of important cell 

organelles that are involved in a range of metabolic and non-metabolic pathways. 

In yeast, these organelles multiply by fission and grow by the incorporation of 

membrane and matrix compounds. Since yeast peroxisomes are not capable of 

synthesizing membrane lipids, they acquire their membrane lipids via vesicular 

and non-vesicular lipid pathways from other sources.  

Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs), regions where two membranes come into 

close proximity (up to 30 nm), have been shown to be involved in non-vesicular 

lipid transport between different organellar membranes.  

The aim of this thesis is to understand the function of proteins of the 

Pex11, Pex23 and Pex24 families. Some of these proteins have been implicated in 

the formation of peroxisomal MCS.  

In Chapter 1, recent developments in peroxisome biogenesis research, 

including sorting of peroxisomal membrane proteins and membrane lipid 

incorporation, are discussed. 

In Chapter 2, we studied whether Pex11, Pex23 and Pex24 family 

proteins fulfill redundant functions in peroxisome biogenesis in Hansenula 

polymorpha cells. In yeast Pex11, Pex23 and Pex24 proteins generally are not 

essential for peroxisome formation, but their absence leads to altered peroxisome 

abundance. We showed that cells of pex11, pex23 or pex24 single deletion strains 

have less and enlarged peroxisomes, and show enhanced doubling times on 

methanol, indicative of a partial defect in peroxisome function.  

Next, we applied transposon mutagenesis to H. polymorpha pex11 cells 

which revealed Vps13, a regulator of mitochondria-vacuole (vCLAMP) and 

nuclear-vacuole (NVJ) membrane contact sites, as being essential for peroxisome 

formation in pex11 cells. pex11 vps13 cells showed severe mislocalization of 

peroxisomal matrix proteins, whereas cells of a vps13 single deletion strain 

showed no peroxisomal phenotype.  

Further analysis revealed that pex11 vps13 cells have small peroxisomal 

membrane structures, suggesting that the membranes were unable to expand. 

We observed similar phenotypes upon deletion of VPS13 in pex23 or pex24 cells. 

The peroxisome deficient phenotype of all three double deletion strains (i.e. 

pex11 vps13, pex23 vps13 and pex24 vps13 cells) could be largely suppressed by 

the introduction of an artificial ER-peroxisome tethering protein. These findings 

suggest that the ER-peroxisome associations important for peroxisomal 

membrane growth are affected in the double mutants, and restored by artificially 

tethering peroxisomes to the ER. 
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In Chapter 3, we show that at conditions of strong peroxisomal growth, 

the organelles associate with the ER (at ER-Peroxisome CONtact Sites: 

EPCONS), vacuole (at VAcuole Peroxisome CONtact Sites: VAPCONS), plasma 

membrane and mitochondria. Of these contact sites, the VAPCONS were the 

largest in size. 

Vps13 has been reported to regulate vacuolar contact sites, including 

vCLAMP. In this chapter, we show that in addition to Vps13, the absence of 

vCLAMP proteins (i.e. Ypt7 or Vps39) in pex11, pex23 or pex24 also results in 

peroxisomal defects, similar to those observed in the vps13 double mutants 

(Chapter 2). Also, the ypt7 and vps39 double mutants with pex11, pex23 and 

pex24 could be suppressed by an artificial ER-peroxisome tethering protein.  

This suggests that the role of Vps13 in peroxisome biogenesis may be 

related to regulation of vCLAMP. 

In Chapter 4, we show that pex11 pex25 cells have a similar phenotype 

as the pex11 vps13 double mutant or double mutants of pex11 with vCLAMP 

components. Similarly, this phenotype could be suppressed by an artificial ER-

peroxisome tethering protein. Pex11 and Pex25 are both PMPs. FM analysis 

revealed that Pex25, but not Pex11, forms patches at the site of peroxisome-

vacuole associations. These findings suggest that Pex25 may play a role in the 

regulation of VAPCONS.  

In Chapter 5, we performed a genetic analysis of Pex11, Pex23 and Pex24 

family proteins with the aim to elucidate their redundancy. In addition, we 

characterized H. polymorpha Pex34.  

We show that most double mutants (pex11 pex23, pex23 pex24, pex23 

pex29 and pex25 vps13) do not show a peroxisome deficient phenotype. In 

contrast, pex23 pex25 and pex23 pex34 show a defect in the formation of normal 

peroxisomes. Moreover, the peroxisomal phenotypes of pex23 pex25 and pex23 

pex34 could be partially suppressed upon introduction of an artificial ER-

peroxisome tethering protein.  

Thus, our data suggest that Pex25 and Pex34 play roles in peroxisome 

membrane growth in EPCONS defective cells, and peroxisomes can form in the 

absence of multiple EPCONS or VAPCONS components. 
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